Introduction
The Lyran nation has always been, for the last century or more, a nation of both change and stasis. It is a peculiar method of drastic change and an elastic return to stolid doctrine. At the end of the Third Succession War the Lyran nation was nearly militarily bankrupt, but found new life joined to the Davion family as the Federated Commonwealth. At that
realm’s end, the archonship of Katherine Steiner-Davion undid much of the change forged by her parents. In much the same way, the short-lived coup of Vedet Brewer both deposed
and then returned the conservative Melissa Steiner to the throne; the leadership of Trillian Steiner seems poised to offer, if the recent fighting on Hesperus II is any indication, a new
brand of innovation may be in the offing.
It sometimes appears, as the stereotype goes, that the Lyrans are pure businessmen, trying and discarding new business models.
Whatever the politics that surround them, then last decade has been among the most tumultuous in the Lyran peoples’ history. The resumption of fighting after the Blackout
opened them to the full predation of a Clan Jade Falcon driven mad by the leadership of Malvina Hazen; then, when their alliance with Clan Wolf seemed on the cusp of giving them
final victory over their ancestral enemies in the Free Worlds, politics interfered again and the Wolves turned on them. The death of Melissa Steiner, the battle of Tharkad and the
three-way slaughter that was Hesperus II all hammered at the tempered steel of the Lyran Commonwealth Armed Forces.
Whatever the damage the realm has suffered, no one can dispute the mercantile roots that make the Commonwealth a nation always capable of swift recovery. Even with the
defeats forced upon it at the hands of the Wolf Empire and Clan Jade Falcon, the nation of the Steiners is already rebounding. The peerless factories on Hesperus II and Coventry
pour forth new materiel and equipment. New BattleMechs are already marching into Lyran regiments and battalions, and while famed mercenaries such as the Kell Hounds—nearly
obliterated—and Wolf’s Dragoons—departed for the Draconis Combine—no longer offer service, that same industrial capacity flows into the ranks of countless other mercenaries.
Much depends on Trillian Steiner and her generals, and whether they have successfully eradicated the rot that allowed Vedet Brewer and his cabal to take control when the
Commonwealth was most threatened. Though the Lyrans won a great victory on Hesperus, neither the Wolves, nor the Jade Falcons or Hell’s Horses are finished. As the rest of the
Inner Sphere boils over with conflict, the Lyrans cannot take the time to rest on their laurels. They will need to adapt as they have never done before.
If they can.
—Paladin Janella Lakewood
12 October 3145

Game Notes
Technical Readout: 3145 (Lyran Commonwealth) covers a wide breadth of units and equipment. To understand how these various units plug into the core BattleTech rulebooks,
it’s useful to cover how the various rulebooks interact.
Standard Rules
The Total Warfare (TW) and TechManual (TM) rulebooks present the core game and construction rules for BattleTech (BT), otherwise referred to as the standard rules. In addition, to reflect
the advancement and proliferation of new technologies, several Advanced Rules items from Tactical Operations have been reclassified as Standard Rules items for games set in the Dark Age era.
Advanced Rules
Beyond the standard rules a legion of advanced rules exists, allowing players to expand their games in any direction they desire. In an effort to bring these rules to players in
the most logical form possible, the advanced rules are contained in three “staging” core rulebooks, each one staging up and building off of the previous rules set.
Tactical Operations (TO) is the first in the “staging” advanced rulebooks. Its focus is on special situations and advanced terrain during game play, and applies directly to a game
as it unfolds on a world in the BattleTech universe.
Strategic Operations (SO) is the second “staging” advanced rulebook. It stages a player up to the next logical area of play, focusing on “in a solar system” and multi-game play.
Interstellar Operations (IO) is the third and final “staging” advanced rulebook. Players are staged up to the final level of play, where they can assume the roles of a House lord
or Clan Khan and dominate the galaxy.
How to Use this Technical Readout
Complete rules for using ’Mechs, vehicles, infantry, battle armor, fighters, and DropShips in BattleTech game play can be found in Total Warfare, while the rules for their construction can
be found in TechManual; some equipment is detailed in Tactical Operations. The rules for using JumpShips and WarShips, as well as their construction rules, can be found in Strategic Operations.
The following three definitions are used to clarify the various types of equipment that appear in Technical Readout: 3145 (Lyran Commonwealth) and are presented in the standard
and advanced rulebooks.
Standard: most of these work with Total Warfare rules only, but some Advanced rules items may be present, requiring Tactical Operations for full effect.
Advanced: Any equipment mass produced “in universe”; must have Tactical Operations and/or Strategic Operations, in addition to Total Warfare, to use.
Experimental Rules: Any equipment not mass produced “in universe” because it is prohibitively expensive, extraordinarily sophisticated, exceedingly difficult to maintain or
simply deemed too unreliable or restrictive for widespread deployment; must have Tactical Operations and/or Strategic Operations, in addition to Total Warfare, to use.
Design Quirks
Every unit described in Technical Readout: 3145 (Lyran Commonwealth) may have one or more listed positive and/or negative Design Quirks (see p. 193, SO and p. 204,
TRO: Prototypes). These quirks are included to give each design a unique flavor. Use of these quirks is optional and should be agreed upon by all players before play begins.

Gray Death Infiltrator Suit
The long overdue replacement for the
Infiltrator Mk I, the Gray Death Infiltrator Suit is
a capable scout and skirmisher. Nicknamed the
Quokka, the suit is commonly found performing airborne assaults and deep penetration
raids via orbital drop.
Capabilities
The Gray Death Infiltrator suit retains
the stealthiness of the Waddle, but thanks to
its improved armor and larger chassis it possesses greater performance. High mobility
and a modular payload allow the Gray Death
Infiltrator to fulfill a wider range of roles, including frontline combat. The use of a parafoil—copied from the Infiltrator Mk. II—allows
for more precise aerial drops.
Deployment
The first deployment of Gray Death
Infiltrator suits was at the behest of Defiance
Industries. Embarrassed by the long criminal
use of Gray Death-series battlesuits, the manufacturer lobbied for their latest product to end
the blight on their brand. The Thirty-second
Lyran Guards sent a company of battle armor
and transports to Australia, acting upon intelligence that a repeat of the infamous Briggs
Armored Car robbery was being planned. The
notorious Walker Gang, led by Billy and Paul
Walker, were known to possess a mix of Gray
Death suits, making them a priority target.
Hauptmann Johann Sadleir covertly deployed
a platoon of Infiltrator Suits along the armored
car’s route, setting up a series of ambush points.
A trio of Walker Gang Gray Death
Standards backed by two Scouts sprung
their own ambush from the back of a heavy
hauler, but before they could force entry into
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the armored car the nearest squad of Guards
struck. With one Scout destroyed and the
other fleeing, the remaining would-be robbers hunkered down, barely able to detect
their attackers. Assigning one squad to hunt
down Paul Walker’s suit, Hauptmann Sadleir
quickly moved his remaining troops to surround the three Standards, sniping at them
when the command to surrender was ignored.
The weight of numbers soon told; five minutes later the firefight was over, allowing the
untouched Knox Armored Car to resume its
deliveries. Lauded by his family-owned media,
Hauptmann Sadleir’s company went on to similarly defeat numerous criminal gangs, much
to the satisfaction of Defiance’s public relations department.
A more conventional deployment found
the Infiltrator Suit pitted against a far more dangerous foe when the LCAF loaned units to the
Republic to assist against the encroachment of
the Jade Falcons. Troops from the Tenth Lyran
Regulars were required to perform a risky airdrop straight onto a Falcon strongpoint on
Glengarry. A mix of Ironholds and solahma infantry were occupying a factory complex in the
port of Ipswich, blocking a retreat by a lance
of Regulars ’Mechs. The Infiltrator suits landed
on the main factory roof and proceeded to
spread through the complex. The Falcon infantry rapidly fell when encountered, but the
Ironholds proved harder targets. Where possible, the Regulars designated them for guided
Arrow IV artillery strikes, but all too often they
were forced to use their mobility to isolate an
Ironhold and assault en masse. The trapped
’Mechs were able to bypass the complex, but
the cost was high. Only seven Infiltrator Suits
survived out of two platoons.

Notable Units
Hauptmann Johann Sadleir: Commander of
the first deployment of Infiltrator suits, his company completely eradicated the use of battle
armor by bandit gangs in and around Australia
during a months-long campaign. A native of
that system, and a scion of the powerful and
wealthy Sadleir dynasty, it was Hauptmann
Sadleir who nicknamed the Infiltrator suit after
his gene-engineered pet Quokka. Adopted by
his company as its mascot, the Quokka Patch
issued to troopers with a confirmed battle
armor kill is a sought after-unofficial accolade
throughout the LCAF.

Gray Death Infiltrator Suit
Type: GD Infiltrator
Manufacturer: Defiance Industries
Primary Factory: Furillo
Equipment Rating: E/X-X-E
Tech Base: Inner Sphere
Chassis Type: Humanoid
Weight Class: Medium
Maximum Weight: 1,000 kg
Battle Value:
42 [Firedrake]
39 [TAG]
40 [Sensor]
39 [Remote Sensors]
45 [Mines]
Swarm/Leg Attack/Mechanized/AP: Yes/Yes/Yes/No
Notes: None.
Equipment		 Slots
Chassis:			
Motive System: 		
Ground MP:
3		
Jump MP:
3		
Manipulators: 			
Right Arm:
Basic Manipulator		
Left Arm:
Basic Manipulator		
Armor:
Basic Stealth
3
Armor Value:
7 + 1 (Trooper)

Mass
175 kg
80 kg
150 kg
0 kg
0 kg
385 kg

			
Slots
Weapons and Equipment
Location (Capacity) Tonnage
David Light Gauss Rifle (15)
RA
1
100 kg
Modular Weapon Mount
LA
1 (2)
10 kg
Firedrake Support Needler (30)
—
1
50 kg
Light TAG (60)
—
1
35 kg
Improved Sensors
—
1
65 kg
Remote Sensor Dispenser (6)
—
1
40 kg
Mine Dispenser (2)
—
1
50 kg
Parafoil
Body
1
35 kg
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Manticore II Heavy Tank
Mass: 70 tons
Movement Type: Tracked
Power Plant: GM 280 XXL Fusion
Cruising Speed: 43 kph
Maximum Speed: 64 kph
Armor: Durallex Special Heavy Ferro-Fibrous
Armament:
1 Defiance 980 Heavy Particle
Projection Cannon
2 Delta Dart II Enhanced LRM 10
Launchers
Manufacturer: Defiance Industries
Primary Factories: Hesperus II
Communications System: TharHes Muse
65-128K
Targeting and Tracking System: TharHes
TargiTrack with Advanced
Targeting Computer
The Manticore II updated the venerable
Manticore tank with advanced capabilities and
a brand new tactical niche as an amphibious
vehicle. In over three decades of service it has
made a critical difference in battle on dozens
of water-rich worlds. If it has a flaw, it is that it
suffers by comparison to its predecessor. Some
commanders simply emulate classic Manticore
tactics with a specialized machine, while others
look at its greater expense and refuse to use it
aggressively to obtain decisive results.
Capabilities
Few tanks of similar power can match the
Manticore II’s mobility in wet terrain. The unit is
best employed at long range, emerging from a
swamp or river to provide highly accurate support fire from an unexpected quarter. It has the
technical capabilities to serve in a similar role
as the Manticore, but its expense makes this a
questionable use of a specialist machine.
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Deployment
Manticore IIs are available for general
mercenary purchase and were exported to
the Republic before the Blackout. The expense
of the tank means that most mercenary users
group them into specialized platoons and take
the time to understand their ideal tactical role.
Wealthy Lyran and Republic militias have regrettably not demonstrated such care. The LCAF
assigns Manticores IIs directly to regiments
based on worlds where they will be useful and
maintains a number of independent formations
to attach to commands expected to need them.
The Fifth Lyran Guards made excellent
use of an attached company of Manticore IIs
during the Third Battle for Tamarind in 3139.
The amphibious tanks dominated the Zanzibe
River Delta north of Tamarind’s capital, denying the Tamarind Regulars the ability to traverse the region. At the height of the fighting the Lyran Manticore IIs were used to push
down the Zanzibe River itself, emerging as
a surprise into the rear areas of the Fourth
Tamarind Regulars. The attack hit the Regulars’
command and supply elements, precipitating
the collapse of their resistance.
In January 3136 the Republic Standing
Guard on Poznan faced a Capellan invasion
aimed at the capital of New Madrid. A platoon
of Manticore IIs was rushed to the main continent of Barcelona from the river-crossed continent of Mieszko to reinforce the existing militia
presence. The rolling hills around New Madrid
offered little chance to employ the amphibious capabilities of the vehicles, but their heavy
PPCs and LRMs provided valuable support to
the militia contesting the CCAF advance. When
fighting closed in on the capital, the Manticore
IIs were withdrawn and preserved to fight another day.

That had not been the case on nearby
Ningpo during the earlier Capellan invasion of
3135. The planetary defenders elected to use
their Manticore IIs as standard heavy tanks to
defend the fertile farmlands of the Qingyuan
province. They performed adequately in driving
away Capellan light armor probing at the lines
of the Republic militia, but were soon pitched
into direct combat against a company of CCAF
Pixius. The difference in skill and capability between the forces was overwhelming, and left all
of the Manticore IIs burning wrecks at the cost
of three Capellan tanks. The Manticore IIs were
thus unavailable to contest the wetlands north
of the planetary capital, speeding up the fall of
the world.
Notable Units
Hauptmann Erica Vong: As the commander of
the 116th Independent Amphibious Company,
known as the Penobscot Gators, Hauptmann
Vong led her Manticore IIs to victory in the Third
Battle of Tamarind. Her relentless drive and tenacity contributed to success in a dozen more
battles across Tamarind-Abbey, but proved
insufficient against Clan Wolf. The remains of
the Gators were pulled back to Bolan, where
Hauptmann Vong has struggled to restore the
unit’s morale.
Otter Box: Otter Box is a Manticore II of the
Liberty militia notable for being crewed entirely by swimming champions. Their penchant for
taking the Box out on patrols to isolated areas
for inter-crew competitions helped to push
them to improve their times and set several records for RAF personnel in 3132.

Manticore II Heavy Tank
Type: Manticore II
Technology Base: Inner Sphere (Advanced)
Movement Type: Tracked
Tonnage: 70
Battle Value: 1,435
Equipment			Mass
Internal Structure:			
7
Engine:
280		
8.5
Type:
XXL Fusion
Cruise MP:
4
Flank MP:
6
Heat Sinks:
15		
5
Control Equipment:			
3.5
Lift Equipment:			
0
Power Amplifier:			
0
Turret:			2.5
Armor Factor (Heavy Ferro): 188		
9.5
		
Armor
		
Value
Front
44
R/L Side
38/38
Rear
26
Turret
42

Weapons and Ammo
Location
Heavy PPC
Turret
2 NLRM 10
Turret
Ammo (NLRM) 24
Body
Targeting Computer
Body
Fully Amphibious Equipment —

Tonnage
10
12
2
3
7
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FS9-M2 Firestarter
Mass: 35 tons
Chassis: Foundation Ultralight Endo Steel
Power Plant: GM 210
Cruising Speed: 64 kph
Maximum Speed: 97 kph
Jump Jets: Luxor Load Lifters
Jump Capacity: 180 meters
Armor: Durallex Nova
Armament:
6 Hotshot Flamers
1 Defiance Model XII ER Medium Laser
Manufacturer: Coventry Metal Works
Primary Factory: Coventry
Communications System: Cyclops 14
Targeting & Tracking System: Cyclops 9
The Firestarter was a prolific and integral
component of the Succession Wars, appearing in numerous variants and in all armies.
The FS9-M2 was developed as a cheap export.
Mercenaries snapped it up and quickly made
the new Firestarter a common sight across the
Inner Sphere. The Firestarter has found a role as
an excellent diversionary ’Mech, setting fires to
occupy enemies while its allies focus their efforts elsewhere.
Capabilities
The Firestarter’s primary mission benefits from a more rugged life support system
designed to resist the crippling effects of the
fires it sets. However, the Firestarter has often
been caught by enemy scouts because it is
slower than many recon ’Mechs. Most enemy
MechWarriors wisely engage the Firestarter at
range, leaving it with only an ER medium laser
to employ against mobile enemies.
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Deployment
The new Firestarter first made its name
in the Victoria War. As Thompson’s August
Warriors reinforced the Capellan defense of
Victoria in January 3104, their Firestarters happily joined in the systematic destruction of the
world’s precious infrastructure. Detached to aid
Warrior House Kamata, Thompson’s Firestarters
skirted the main battle with the Second Syrtis
Fusiliers and Second NAIS Cadre to infiltrate
the already-damaged Trellis Electronics factory.
The Firestarters blazed a trail through the factory, making sure the surviving workers burned
along with their machines. The lance exited the
factory after immolating it, just before House
Kamata bombarded it. The Firestarters were unable to return to the August Warriors, so they
fled with the Kamata troops. They were the only
August Warriors to leave Victoria alive.
The Eleventh Lyran Guards’ July 3145
recon raid on Smolnik went disastrously
wrong. A ’Mech company was scouting Delta
Galaxy’s supply depots when it was spotted
and engaged by a Binary of the Eighty-eighth
Wolf Battle Cluster. The new Wolf Empire warriors were eager to teach the raiders a lesson.
The Binary pursued the raiders to the heavilyforested Košice Valley and challenged them
to stand and fight. The Gaurds taunted the
Wolves into entering the forest, where a pair
of Firestarters sped around the Wolves and
ignited the trees. This only drove the Wolves
forward with greater urgency. As the Wolves
pounded the Guards, the Firestarters made a
daring rear attack on the Binary in hopes of
saving their comrades. Their combined fire
took out one ancient Kit Fox before they were

destroyed. Three of the twelve Lyran ’Mechs escaped the inferno, while six of the Wolf ’Mechs
survived. The Košice Valley was utterly devastated, taking sixteen villages and a minor city
to the ash heap, along with all their residents.
Variants
One variant of the Firestarter drops half its
flamers for a MASC system, TAG, and an ER small
laser. Another variant drops the medium laser
and half the flamers for a rotary AC/2.
Notable Units
Brimstone: Brimstone is a small mercenary band
specializing in incendiary warfare. Their merciless
tactics spare no target, from civilian housing to
legitimate military targets. They will sometimes
follow specific directives of their employer, but
most often simply rampage through the enemy’s rear areas to sow destruction. Despite
being wanted criminals on dozens of worlds, the
Firestarter-heavy Brimstone never lacks for eager
employers, especially since the Blackout.
Force Captain Constantine Habibula: Force
Captain Habibula commands Habib’s Half-Baked,
the Second Andurien Rangers’ Third Battalion.
His Firestarter is an FS9-M3, which he prefers
because of its improved speed and flexibility.
Thanks to the MASC system, he manages to keep
tabs on the ’Mechs, tanks, and infantry under his
command. Battles find him switching between
different fronts to monitor the situation personally. However, his commander insists Habibula
learn to trust his troops and take a more strategic
mindset if he wants to be promoted.

FS9-M2 Firestarter
Type: Firestarter
Technology Base: Inner Sphere
Tonnage: 35
Battle Value: 751
Equipment			Mass
Internal Structure:
Endo Steel		
2
Engine:
210		
9
Walking MP:
6
Running MP:
9
Jumping MP:
6
Heat Sinks:
11 [22]		
1
Gyro:			3
Cockpit:			3
Armor Factor:
112		
7
		
Internal
Armor
		
Structure
Value
Head
3
9
Center Torso
11
16
Center Torso (rear)		
5
R/L Torso
8
11
R/L Torso (rear)		
4
R/L Arm
6
11
R/L Leg
8
15
Weapons and Ammo Location Critical
3 Flamers
LA
3
ER Medium Laser
H
1
3 Flamers
LA
3
Jump Jets
RT
3
Jump Jets
LT
3

Tonnage
3
1
3
1.5
1.5

Notes: Features the following Design Quirks: Improved
Life Support.
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GTD-20S Götterdämmerung
Mass: 75 tons
Chassis: Blackstone ETG Endo Steel
Power Plant: Edasich 300 Compact
Cruising Speed: 43 kph
Maximum Speed: 64 kph
Jump Jets: None
Jump Capacity: None
Armor: StarSlab/4 Heavy Ferro-Fibrous
Armament:
1 Defiance 1001 Extended Range
Particle Projection Cannon
1 Coventry StarFire LRM 15 Launcher
5 Defiance Model XII Extended Range
Medium Lasers
Manufacturer: Blackstone BattleMechs, Ltd.
Primary Factory: Inarcs
Communications System: CommuTech High
Band 14
Targeting & Tracking System: RCA Instatrac
Mark X
Intended to replace the venerable
Thunderbolt, the Götterdämmerung is overdesigned and overly-complex. Despite the media’s mockery of the ’Mech, its survivability has
become legendary, making it a common sight
in a half dozen LCAF regiments.
Capabilities
MechWarriors have a love/hate relationship with the Götterdämmerung’s torso-mounted cockpit. Ejection is impossible, and the
“quick-release” egress system is complicated.
First, the combat shroud must be retracted
by opening the emergency access panel and
pulling the lever. If the shroud fails to retract,
explosive retaining bolts will activate in ten
seconds. Next, the cockpit hatch explosive
bolts are armed by rotating the control dial
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counterclockwise and activated by pushing in
the dial. If the ’Mech is upright, the escape slide
may be deployed by pulling the appropriate
lever next to the control dial.
Deployment
The Götterdämmerung demonstrated indestructibility during the nineteenth battle
for Hesperus II. By the second day of fighting,
the LCAF had abandoned the world, leaving a ragtag bunch of mercenary commands
stranded outside the Defiance Industries factory. Although the Wolves and Jade Falcons
were more interested in destroying each other,
both took time off to eliminate interlopers. The
Schachtebich Jägers found themselves in this
situation when they blundered into a Clan Wolf
Star from the Howl Keshik moments after they
had finished off a group of Jade Falcons east of
the Sulden Uplands in North Whitman.
The Wolf unit included a Blood Reaper and
a Tundra Wolf, both of which took a pointed interest in the Jägers Götterdämmerung, slagging
its left arm in the opening exchange. The Jägers
fought back valiantly. The Götterdämmerung
assisted in downing the Blood Reaper with a
well-aimed PPC shot that cooked off the ATM
ammo in the ’Mech’s right torso. The Jägers lost
three ’Mechs, reducing their number to six, but
they destroyed the Wolf Star. Intending to stay
well out of combat, the Jägers turned west. Two
hours later they were sighted by a reconnaissance Nova from the Howl Keshik. Thinking the
damaged Inner Sphere unit ripe for picking, the
Wolves attacked.
The Götterdämmerung downed a Nova, but
an ER PPC strike destroyed its head and Coventry
StarFire. Two Clanners escaped the carnage, but
only two of the Schachtebich Jägers survived; a

badly mauled Prefect and the Götterdämmerung,
now missing its head, left arm, left torso, and
three of its Defiance Model XIIs.
The Jägers attempted to go to ground, but
were set upon by the other half of the reconnaissance Nova: a Star of mixed battle armor.
With its offensive capability significantly hampered by the loss of its primary sensors, the
Götterdämmerung was at a significant disadvantage, but it still managed to eliminate a Point of
battle armor before a second Point swarmed it.
The ’Mech lost its right arm and right torso, but
didn’t go down until another Point joined in the
attack and took its left leg. Its MechWarrior was
uninjured. The Prefect also went down fighting,
though its pilot was not as fortunate.
Notable Units
Bondsman Joyce: Joyce was the last surviving member of the Schachtebich Jägers.
Following her mercenary command’s destruction on Hesperus II, she was taken as a bondsman by the Point Commander Darnell of the
Howl Keshik.
Major Nantan Bhattacharyya: Formerly of
the Eighth Legion of Vega, Bhattacharyya now
commands Charlie Company of Able Battalion
in the Second Galatean Defense Force. He has
drawn an eclectic group of MechWarriors into
his company; each of them pilots a ’Mech with
above-average combat survivability. Charlie
Company distinguished itself during the Jade
Falcon attack on Galatea, defeating a Star
of heavy OmniMechs in open-field combat.
Bhattacharyya used salvage from that campaign to upgrade several of his ’Mechs with
Clan weaponry.

GTD-20S Götterdämmerung
Type: Götterdämmerung
Technology Base: Inner Sphere
Tonnage: 75
Battle Value: 1,727
Equipment			Mass
Internal Structure:
Endo Steel		
4
Engine:
300 Compact		 28.5
Walking MP:
4
Running MP:
6
Jumping MP:
0
Heat Sinks:
12 [24]		
2
Gyro (Compact):			
4.5
Cockpit (Torso-Mounted):			
4
Armor Factor (Heavy Ferro): 231		
12
		
Internal
Armor
		
Structure
Value
Head
3
9
Center Torso
23
36
Center Torso (rear)		
10
R/L Torso
16
24
R/L Torso (rear)		
8
R/L Arm
12
24
R/L Leg
16
32
Weapons and Ammo Location Critical
ER PPC
RA
3
LRM 15
H
3
Ammo (LRM) 8
H
1
5 ER Medium Lasers
CT
5

Tonnage
7
7
1
5

Notes: Features the following Design Quirks: Difficult
Ejection.
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Würger
The prolific use of anti-ship missiles during
the Jihad changed naval warfare. First, assault
craft like the Interdictor and Arondight-class
DropShips appeared with robust point-defense
systems. Then in 3094, the NL-45 became the
first small craft purpose-built for missile defense
and interdiction. The Würger is the next logical
progression of that development. Where the
SLDF once used squadrons of fighters to screen
their capital ships, today’s navies use small craft
to screen their Pocket WarShips.
Capabilities
The heart of the Würger is the Lockheed/
CBM Progeny II tactical computer. Combining all
the offensive and defensive electronics under one
umbrella, the Progeny II also integrates the cooling system and engine control. It takes hundreds
of readings per second from myriad sensors and
continually makes synergistic adjustments maximizing the capabilities of each system.
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Deployment
In an effort to keep the Jade Falcons from
reaching Tharkad in 3143, Archon Vedet Brewer
lured the Jade Falcons into lengthy campaigns
on Westerstede and Horneburg. Würgers played
a pivotal role in the defense of Westerstede. The
world had long enjoyed relative safety due to its
proximity to the Lyran capital, but was far from
defenseless. Two Bastion and one Battlesat-class
system defense stations protected the world. In
preparation for a lengthy campaign against the
Falcons, Brewer augmented the defenses with
many Würgers and three companies of zero-Gtrained battle armor.
As the Jade Falcon DropShips approached
Westerstede they met a wall of aerospace fighters,
concentrated fire from all three SDS units, and the
LCS Akfata, an Isegrim-class assault DropShip. The
Clanners split their force into three groups. The

first group, comprised of aerospace fighters and
assault ships, engaged the LCAF fighter screen.
The second, mostly ’Mech transports headed
planetside. The third—battle taxis and their escorts—waited in reserve for their assault group
to clear a path to the stations. For four hours the
LCAF fighter screen battled the Jade Falcons to
a standstill, but then engine damage forced the
Akfata to withdraw. The Clanners saw their opening and executed a high G burn for the SDS.
Kept in reserve until the battle taxis were
committed, the Würgers sprang from their bays
and engaged the Clan ships while they were in
their vulnerable deceleration burn. The Jade
Falcon assault craft outgunned the Würgers,
but they were outnumbered more than twoto-one. After ninety minutes of heavy fighting
the surviving Jade Falcons withdrew to their
transports. Five battle taxis had successfully
breached the screen and delivered boarding
parties, but all were repelled with minimal casualties for the defenders.
The Würgers then joined the dogfight, giving a wing of LCAF aerospace fighters breathing space to return to the stations to rearm and
refuel. When those fighters rejoined the fight
less than half an hour later, it forced the Clan
fighters to retreat. The LCAF wing, supported
by two squadrons of Würgers, shadowed the
Jade Falcons who, upon rendezvousing with
their transports, turned tail and headed for the
zenith jump point.
Thanks to the Würgers’ successful defense
of the SDS, the LCAF maintained a strong orbital
presence at Westerstede. Although the bulk of
the Jade Falcon force made landfall, they fought
the entire campaign without air support, and
frequently without orbital reconnaissance.
Despite the strong showing by the LCAF, the
archon ultimately ordered them to abandon
Westerstede and fortify Tharkad.

Notable Units
Kommandant Penrod Schollmeyer:
Schollmeyer commanded a wing of Würgers
during the Westerstede campaign. A veteran
of the Jihad, the centenarian has considerable experience on both sides of naval boarding actions. Although he has grown too frail
to endure sustained high-G maneuvers, he
is an excellent tactician and skillfully coordinated the defense of the Bastion-class Gray
Grouse. Following the LCAF’s withdrawal from
Westerstede, Schollmeyer helped plan the defense of Tharkad.
First Leutnant Lonikie Gutsch: Gutsch got
flight lessons for her fifteenth birthday. By her
eighteenth, she had logged over two thousand
hours. She graduated from MSMA in 3140 and
Westerstede was her first assignment. Despite
sustaining thruster damage to her Würger,
Gutsch remained in the fight. Her crew scored
two kills and one assist during the battle. They
survived the entire campaign and evacuated
to Tharkad where they were assigned Pocket
WarShip escort duty.

Würger
Type: Military Spheroid
Use: Assault Craft
Tech: Inner Sphere
Introduced: 3099
Mass: 160 tons
Battle Value: 2,282
Dimensions
Length: 16 meters
Width: 15 meters
Fuel: 15 tons (1,200 points)
Safe Thrust: 6
Maximum Thrust: 9
Heat Sinks: 14 (28)
Structural Integrity: 9
Armor
Nose: 119
Sides: 102
Aft: 89
Cargo
Bay 1: Cargo (1 ton)

1 Door

Crew: 1 officer, 2 enlisted/non-rated, 2 gunners
Notes: Equipped with 19 tons of Heavy Ferro-aluminum
armor. All crew quarters assigned as Steerage-class
(5 tons per crewman). Features the following Design
Quirks: Combat Computer, Atmospheric Flight
Instability.
Weapons and Ammo Location Tonnage Heat SRV MRV LRV
3 Anti-Missile Systems
Nose
1.5
3				
Ammo (AMS) 108
—
9					
Beagle Active Probe
Nose
1.5
—
— — —
4 ER Medium Lasers
FR
4
20
5
5
—
4 ER Medium Lasers
FL
4
20
5
5
—
3 Anti-Missile Systems
AR
1.5
3				
3 Anti-Missile Systems
AL
1.5
3				
4 ER Medium Lasers
Aft
4
20
5
5
—
Guardian ECM Suite
Aft
1.5				

ERV
—
—
—
—
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